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“Notes and Discoveries” is a new section of ABO. The purpose of the section is to share those 
snippets of research that add to our store of knowledge of eighteenth-century women in the arts. 
Small pieces of new information may move research on quickly and so this section of ABO is 
published online only and quarterly. “Notes and Discoveries” particularly welcomes the 
submission of short articles and notes that focus on new evidence. 
“Notes and Discoveries” follows the ABO review philosophy and also aims to review articles 
quickly so that the information in them can be made available as soon as possible. Any enquiries 
about “Notes and Discoveries” can be addressed to notes.journal@aphrabehn.org. 
We are now accepting submissions for “Notes and Discoveries” and submission guidelines for 
this and other sections of ABO can be found at http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/abo/policies.html.  
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